SUBJECT: COUNCIL OF REPRESENTATIVES

THE CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL INTENDS TO BEGIN THE MEETING OF THE COUNCIL, WHICH HAS BEEN CONVENED FOR THURSDAY, 21 DECEMBER, AT THE LEVEL OF HEADS OF DELEGATIONS OF CONTRACTING PARTIES ONLY, WITH A VIEW TO HAVING AN INFORMAL EXCHANGE OF VIEWS ON THE FIRST ITEM OF THE AGENDA: "EXCHANGE-RATE PROBLEMS", BEFORE TAKING THIS MATTER UP FORMALLY AT THE COUNCIL MEETING. IT IS EXPECTED THAT THE HEADS OF DELEGATIONS MAY WISH TO BE ACCOMPANIED BY THEIR BUDGETARY EXPERTS.

THE MEETING OF HEADS OF DELEGATIONS WILL BEGIN AT 10 A.M. THE MEETING OF THE COUNCIL WILL BEGIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE MEETING OF HEADS OF DELEGATIONS.
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OBJET: CONSEIL DES REPRESENTANTS

LE PRESIDENT DU CONSEIL A L'INTENTION DE N'OUVRIR LA REUNION DU CONSEIL, QUI A ETE CONVOQUEE POUR LE JEUDI 21 DECEMBRE, QU'AU NIVEAU DES CHEFS DE DELEGATION DES PARTIES CONTRACTANTES, AFIN DE PROCEDER A UN ECHANGE DE VUES INFORMEL SUR LA PREMIERE QUESTION INSCRITE A L'ORDRE DU JOUR: "PROBLEMES DE TAUX DE CHANGE", AVANT QUE CETTE QUESTION NE SOIT EXAMINEE OFFICIELLEMENT AU COURS DE LA REUNION. ON S'ATTEND QUE LES CHEFS DE DELEGATION SOIENT ACCOMPAGNES DE LEURS EXPERTS BUDGETAIRES.

LA REUNION DES CHEFS DE DELEGATION S'OUVRIRA A 10 HEURES. LA REUNION DU CONSEIL SUIVRA IMMEDIATEMENT CELLE DES CHEFS DE DELEGATION.
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